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1. IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTION

Read the instruction manual attentively before use.
Keep the product in a dry place.
Read all warnings and instructions attentively. Failure to follow all warnings and instructions listed 
below may result in electric shock, fire and/or serious personal injury.
Read operator`s manual carefulle. Learn its applications and limitations, as well as the specific 
potential hazards related to this power tool. Following this rule will reduce the risk of electric shock, 
fire, or serious injury.
Check whether the available power supply parameters correspond to the voltage parameters speci-
fied on the tool.
Check whether the tool and connections are not damaged.
Connect the power cord to the outlet only when the tool is switched off.
Take all safety measures to reduce a risk of electric shock. Avoid body contact with earthed or 
grounded surfaces, such as pipes, radiators, ranges and refrigerators.
Sudden temperature changes may result in water condensation on live parts. Prior to use: Let the 
tool reach the workplace room temperature.
Do not use machines, tools and recommended accessories for any than intended purposes!
Clamp the workpiece safely. 

Dress properly. Do not wear loose clothing or jewellery. Loose clothes, jewellery or long hair can be 
caught in moving parts. Wear safety shoes and gloves. Contain long hair.
Should dust, chips and sawdust result from activity or should you work above your head, always 
wear safety goggles and dust mask, where appropriate.
While working on ladders, scaffolding or upper floors, always stand on a film base.

When operating a power tool outdoors, use an extension cord and other accessories suitable for 
outdoor use.

When the tool is handed over to the third person, the instruction manual shall always be included.
can be repaired only by a qualified specialist and with the original spare parts.

WARNING!  Do not use the pump  while you ar tired or under the influence of drugs, alcohol or 
medication. A moment of inattention while operating may result in serious personal injury. 

Keep the pump out of reach of children.
Store  in the original package in a safe place and out of reach of children.
Disconnect the power cord from the power outlet before making any adjustments, changing acces-
sories, or storing .
Do not abuse the cord. Never use the cord to carry the charger. Do not pull the cord to disconnect 
the tool from the power source.

Keep the workplace clean and tidy. A messy workplace increases a risk of injury!
Do not assume unusual body positions while working.
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Avoid unintentional switching or startup.

Packaging
The product is placed in a package preventing damage during transport. This package is a raw 
material therefire it can be handed over for recycling.

Instructions for use
Before beginning to work with the machine, read the following safety rules and instructions for use. 
Familiarize with operating elements and the proper use of the device. Keep the manual in a safe 
place for future reference. We recommend keeping the original package including the inner packa-
ging materials, cash voucher and guarantee card for a period of warranty at minimum.
Fir a case if transportation, pack the machine into the original box from the manufacturer, thus 
ensuring a maximum protection of the product during a possible transport (e.g. moving or sending 
into a service station).

NOTE:  If you hand the machine over to next persons, hand it over together with the manual. Adhe-
rence to the attached instructions for use is a precondition for the proper use of the machine. The 
operation manual includes also instructions for operation, maintenance and repairs.

The manufacturer does not take any responsibility for accidents or damages resulting from to 
adhere to this manual.

2. SYMBOLS

  
  The product complies with applicable standars and regulations.

  Read the instruction manual attentively prior to use.

  Double-insulated.

  Use eyes protective equipment.

  Use ears protective equipment.

  Subjected to recycling.
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9. RECOMMENDED PUMP INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

1. Pump
2. Clamps for fastening the supply cable
3. Level control sensors (protection against dry running)
4. Fastening the cable
5. Manometer
6. Check valve
7. Shut-off valve
8. Power cable
9. Automatic control panel
10. Hydraulic accumulator
11. Pressure switch
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into a service station).

NOTE: If you hand the machine over to next persons, hand it over together with the manual. Adhe-
rence to the attached instructions for use is a precondition for the proper use of the machine. The 
operation manual includes also instructions for operation, maintenance and repairs.

The manufacturer does not take any responsibility for accidents or damages resulting from to 
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2. SYMBOLS
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markedly, and then you should exchange the stator and rotor in good time.
m. Always cut off the power before you should touch the motor pump, such as checking, moving or 
dismantling to avoid contingency.

6. TECHNICAL SPECIFCATIONS

Power: 1200 W
Speed: 2850 rpm
Max. �ow: 2600 L/h
Max. height: 135 m
Max. pressure: 13.5 bar
Depth of immersion: 5-30 m
Pump case diameter: 100 mm
Connection connector diameter: 1”
Cable section: 3x0.75 mm
Length of cable: 20 m
Acceptable liquid temperature: 40 °C
Installation method: Submersible vertical
N.W. / G.W.: 11.4 / 11.8 kg

7. DESCRIPTION OF PARTS

1. Pump housing
2. Outlet pipe
3. Power cable
4. Lugs for suspension
5. Water intake openings

1. IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTION

Read the instruction manual attentively before use.
Carefully remove the tool and any accessories from the box. Do not discard any of the packaging 
materials until all parts are accounted for.
Keep the product in a dry place.
Read all warnings and instructions attentively. Failure to follow all warnings and instructions listed 
below may result in electric shock, fire and/or serious personal injury.
Read operator`s manual carefulle. Learn its applications and limitations, as well as the specific 
potential hazards related to this power tool. Following this rule will reduce the risk of electric shock, 
fire, or serious injury.
Check whether the available power supply parameters correspond to the voltage parameters speci-
fied on the tool.
Check whether the power tool and connections are not damaged.
Connect the power cord to the outlet only when the tool is switched off.
Switch on the tool prior you place it on the workpiece.
Take all safety measures to reduce a risk of electric shock. Avoid body contact with earthed or 
grounded surfaces, such as pipes, radiators, ranges and refrigerators.
Sudden temperature changes may result in water condensation on live parts. Prior to use: Let the 
power tool reach the workplace room temperature.
Do not use machines, tools and recommended accessories for any than intended purposes!
Clamp the workpiece safely. Secure the workpiece to be drilled in a vice or witch clamps to keep it 
from turning as the drill bit rotates.
Dress properly. Do not wear loose clothing or jewellery. Loose clothes, jewellery or long hair can be 
caught in moving parts. Wear safety shoes and gloves. Contain long hair.
Should dust, chips and sawdust result from activity or should you work above your head, always 
wear safety goggles and dust mask, where appropriate.
While impact drilling, wear suitable ear protective equipment.
While working on ladders, scaffolding or upper floors, always stand on a film base.
Do not expose power tool to rain or wet conditions. Do not immerse the tool into water.
When operating a power tool outdoors, use an extension cord and other accessories suitable for 
outdoor use.
Do not operated power tools in explosive atmospheres.
When the tool is handed over to the third person, the instruction manual shall always be included.
The power tool can be repaired only by a qualified specialist and with the original spare parts.

WARNING! Do not use a power tool while you ar tired or under the influence of drugs, alcohol or 
medication. A moment of inattention while operating power tools may result in serious personal 
injury. Do not use the power tool in any of the following situations.

Keep the power tool out of reach of children.
Store idle power tools in the original package in a safe place and out of reach of children.
Disconnect the power cord from the power outlet before making any adjustments, changing acces-
sories, or storing power tools.
Do not abuse the cord. Never use the cord to carry the charger. Do not pull the cord to disconnect 
the power tool from the power source.
When working: Do not let the motor stop if the power tool is loaded.
Keep the workplace clean and tidy. A messy workplace increases a risk of injury!
Do not assume unusual body positions while drilling.

3. PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

a. Submersible water pumps comply with standard DBP2500 the motor pump mainly consists of 
three parts: pump, mechanical seal and motor, pump is as the upper part of motor pump, which 
consists by stator and rotator. Motor is at the lower part of the motor pump and it is a single-phase 
or three-phase asynchronous motor. Mechanical seal is between pump and motor and it is a king of 
double end mechanical seal, “O” rings are applied in all static joints of the submersible pump, 
inner-installed protector prevents the pump from damages due to abnormal power, clog and over-
load, etc.
b. Without limitation of lift, it can work smoothly within allowed highest. If it the screw submersible 
pump is high lift, high ef�ciency pump and widely used in �at convey irrigation spray, high ef�ciency 
oxygen supply is agriculture adding pressure to running water in country aide and city drainage 
inputs and mines, syrup and chemical liquid supply in food stuff lines.

4. OPERATING CONDITIONS

a. Medium temperature must not exceed +40 ºC.
b. PH range of medium between 6.5~8.5.
c. Quality ration of solid partial content shall be within 3%, size of solid particle shall be 3 not bigger 
than 2 mm.
d. Power supply shall be 220V and 50 Hz for single phase and 380V, 50 Hz for three phases. Voltage 
is allowed to �uctuate between 0.9 to 1.1 times of its rated voltage.
e. The depth of the pump under water must be less than 15 m, more than 0.5 m.

5. INSTALLATION AND NOTICE POINTS

a. Thoroughly inspect the motor pump before installation, check the cable plug and appearance of 
pump, con�rm there is no problem with them and the insulation resistance is above 2m.
b. The motor pump must be equipped with over-heat or over-current and creepage protector, the 
yellow-green core grounding mark must be reliably grounded.
c. Trial run the pump to see if the rotating is normal, but no more than 1 min, if the rotate direction 
different with the red mark on pump; please displace two of the three phase.
d. Fit the hose to hose coupling and bind the m tightly with hoop, and then wrap a rope on the 
handle to move the pump.
e. Never butt or press the cable, and never use cable as rope, or pull it lest break the cable and get 
electric shock.
f. The depth of pump in water must be less than 5 m, and avoid the pump being het, into mud, 
please put a bamboo or metal basketry around the pump to prevent the impeller from being blocked 
by weeds notice decline of the water level and the pumpt must not be out of water while running.
g. Never washing, swimming and let domestic animals entering the water near the pump during 
operating to prevent from getting electric shock.
h. If the pump is used far away from power source, please thicken the cable to insure acceptable 
working voltage.
i. If the pumpt start and stop frequently, please cut off power supply, and check it, the problem must 
be solved before using.
j. The head of the motor pump has no low limitation, but avoid the pump running under high head for 
long time.
k. The motor is dry, and must not drain water or oil in it.
l. If rating of solid particle content went beyond the limit, �ow of the motor pump should decline 
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8. TROUBLESHOOTING

Avoid unintentional power tool switching or startup.

Packaging
The product is placed in a package preventing damage during transport. This package is a raw 
material therefire it can be handed over for recycling.

Instructions for use
Before beginning to work with the machine, read the following safety rules and instructions for use. 
Familiarize with operating elements and the proper use of the device. Keep the manual in a safe 
place for future reference. We recommend keeping the original package including the inner packa-
ging materials, cash voucher and guarantee card for a period of warranty at minimum.
Fir a case if transportation, pack the machine into the original box from the manufacturer, thus 
ensuring a maximum protection of the product during a possible transport (e.g. moving or sending 
into a service station).

NOTE: If you hand the machine over to next persons, hand it over together with the manual. Adhe-
rence to the attached instructions for use is a precondition for the proper use of the machine. The 
operation manual includes also instructions for operation, maintenance and repairs.

The manufacturer does not take any responsibility for accidents or damages resulting from to 
adhere to this manual.

2. SYMBOLS

  
  The product complies with applicable standars and regulations.

  Read the instruction manual attentively prior to use.

  Double-insulated.

  Use eyes protective equipment.

  Use ears protective equipment.

  Subjected to recycling.

markedly, and then you should exchange the stator and rotor in good time.
m. Always cut off the power before you should touch the motor pump, such as checking, moving or 
dismantling to avoid contingency.

6. TECHNICAL SPECIFCATIONS

Power: 1200 W
Speed: 2850 rpm
Max. �ow: 2600 L/h
Max. height: 135 m
Max. pressure: 13.5 bar
Depth of immersion: 5-30 m
Pump case diameter: 100 mm
Connection connector diameter: 1”
Cable section: 3x0.75 mm
Length of cable: 20 m
Acceptable liquid temperature: 40 °C
Installation method: Submersible vertical
N.W. / G.W.: 11.4 / 11.8 kg

7. DESCRIPTION OF PARTS

1. Pump housing
2. Outlet pipe
3. Power cable
4. Lugs for suspension
5. Water intake openings

1. IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTION

Read the instruction manual attentively before use.
Carefully remove the tool and any accessories from the box. Do not discard any of the packaging 
materials until all parts are accounted for.
Keep the product in a dry place.
Read all warnings and instructions attentively. Failure to follow all warnings and instructions listed 
below may result in electric shock, fire and/or serious personal injury.
Read operator`s manual carefulle. Learn its applications and limitations, as well as the specific 
potential hazards related to this power tool. Following this rule will reduce the risk of electric shock, 
fire, or serious injury.
Check whether the available power supply parameters correspond to the voltage parameters speci-
fied on the tool.
Check whether the power tool and connections are not damaged.
Connect the power cord to the outlet only when the tool is switched off.
Switch on the tool prior you place it on the workpiece.
Take all safety measures to reduce a risk of electric shock. Avoid body contact with earthed or 
grounded surfaces, such as pipes, radiators, ranges and refrigerators.
Sudden temperature changes may result in water condensation on live parts. Prior to use: Let the 
power tool reach the workplace room temperature.
Do not use machines, tools and recommended accessories for any than intended purposes!
Clamp the workpiece safely. Secure the workpiece to be drilled in a vice or witch clamps to keep it 
from turning as the drill bit rotates.
Dress properly. Do not wear loose clothing or jewellery. Loose clothes, jewellery or long hair can be 
caught in moving parts. Wear safety shoes and gloves. Contain long hair.
Should dust, chips and sawdust result from activity or should you work above your head, always 
wear safety goggles and dust mask, where appropriate.
While impact drilling, wear suitable ear protective equipment.
While working on ladders, scaffolding or upper floors, always stand on a film base.
Do not expose power tool to rain or wet conditions. Do not immerse the tool into water.
When operating a power tool outdoors, use an extension cord and other accessories suitable for 
outdoor use.
Do not operated power tools in explosive atmospheres.
When the tool is handed over to the third person, the instruction manual shall always be included.
The power tool can be repaired only by a qualified specialist and with the original spare parts.

WARNING! Do not use a power tool while you ar tired or under the influence of drugs, alcohol or 
medication. A moment of inattention while operating power tools may result in serious personal 
injury. Do not use the power tool in any of the following situations.

Keep the power tool out of reach of children.
Store idle power tools in the original package in a safe place and out of reach of children.
Disconnect the power cord from the power outlet before making any adjustments, changing acces-
sories, or storing power tools.
Do not abuse the cord. Never use the cord to carry the charger. Do not pull the cord to disconnect 
the power tool from the power source.
When working: Do not let the motor stop if the power tool is loaded.
Keep the workplace clean and tidy. A messy workplace increases a risk of injury!
Do not assume unusual body positions while drilling.

3. PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

a. Submersible water pumps comply with standard DBP2500 the motor pump mainly consists of 
three parts: pump, mechanical seal and motor, pump is as the upper part of motor pump, which 
consists by stator and rotator. Motor is at the lower part of the motor pump and it is a single-phase 
or three-phase asynchronous motor. Mechanical seal is between pump and motor and it is a king of 
double end mechanical seal, “O” rings are applied in all static joints of the submersible pump, 
inner-installed protector prevents the pump from damages due to abnormal power, clog and over-
load, etc.
b. Without limitation of lift, it can work smoothly within allowed highest. If it the screw submersible 
pump is high lift, high ef�ciency pump and widely used in �at convey irrigation spray, high ef�ciency 
oxygen supply is agriculture adding pressure to running water in country aide and city drainage 
inputs and mines, syrup and chemical liquid supply in food stuff lines.

4. OPERATING CONDITIONS

a. Medium temperature must not exceed +40 ºC.
b. PH range of medium between 6.5~8.5.
c. Quality ration of solid partial content shall be within 3%, size of solid particle shall be 3 not bigger 
than 2 mm.
d. Power supply shall be 220V and 50 Hz for single phase and 380V, 50 Hz for three phases. Voltage 
is allowed to �uctuate between 0.9 to 1.1 times of its rated voltage.
e. The depth of the pump under water must be less than 15 m, more than 0.5 m.

5. INSTALLATION AND NOTICE POINTS

a. Thoroughly inspect the motor pump before installation, check the cable plug and appearance of 
pump, con�rm there is no problem with them and the insulation resistance is above 2m.
b. The motor pump must be equipped with over-heat or over-current and creepage protector, the 
yellow-green core grounding mark must be reliably grounded.
c. Trial run the pump to see if the rotating is normal, but no more than 1 min, if the rotate direction 
different with the red mark on pump; please displace two of the three phase.
d. Fit the hose to hose coupling and bind the m tightly with hoop, and then wrap a rope on the 
handle to move the pump.
e. Never butt or press the cable, and never use cable as rope, or pull it lest break the cable and get 
electric shock.
f. The depth of pump in water must be less than 5 m, and avoid the pump being het, into mud, 
please put a bamboo or metal basketry around the pump to prevent the impeller from being blocked 
by weeds notice decline of the water level and the pumpt must not be out of water while running.
g. Never washing, swimming and let domestic animals entering the water near the pump during 
operating to prevent from getting electric shock.
h. If the pump is used far away from power source, please thicken the cable to insure acceptable 
working voltage.
i. If the pumpt start and stop frequently, please cut off power supply, and check it, the problem must 
be solved before using.
j. The head of the motor pump has no low limitation, but avoid the pump running under high head for 
long time.
k. The motor is dry, and must not drain water or oil in it.
l. If rating of solid particle content went beyond the limit, �ow of the motor pump should decline 
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6. MACHINE DESCRIPTION

Start-up
We recommend installing a check valve on the transport side to avoid water shock.
Be careful not to damage the power cord when the pump is discharged into the well.
Fasten the power cord to the water pipe every 3 meters.

Place the pump in a tank or reservoir
The tank or reservoir must be large enough, not to turn off the pump too often (see operating limits).

Drain cable
If the pump is connected with a plastic outlet, it must be secured with a plastic or steel cable that is 
attached to the pump retainer ring.

Well placed
Ensure that the pump does not touch the bottom of the well, but fully immersed in the water.
For floating types, leave at least 30 cm from the bottom of the well.
Make sure the pump does not dry if you have the chance of lowering the water level.
Dry operation can cause serious damage to the pump bearings.
Never test the pump dry.

• Use only a flexible plastic or rubber strap. Using a smaller diameter diaphragm makes the pump 
too heavy.
Larger scallops can be used, no effect on pump performance.
• If there is no elastic slag, steel or plastic tubing is right. The pump must be connected to the rigid 
pipe with a flexible tubing of at least 2 meters.
• When you turn off the pump, which is less than 5 meters below the water, the pump drains the 
water from the scum.
• At a deeper depth, the pump blade locks and the water does not return, which may lead to freezing 
of water in the winter.
• If it is not possible to protect the pump from the winter frost, a drain valve should be installed not 
far from the outlet of the pump to drain the pipe.
• When using the pump, do not increase the water pressure by clamping the pipe or by attaching an 
adapter that operates with a smaller water flow than the nominal pump performance.
• If the water pressure is greater than the pump pressure, the load on the rubber parts increases and 
is therefore used more quickly. In this case the pressure must be reduced immediately.

• Always check the water quality while using the pump. If the water is muddy, turn off the pump and 
check its location in the well.
• If the water contains sand or small stones, the internal water flow area of the pump will be dama-
ged.

Electrical connection
        Verify that the voltage and frequency indicated on the product data sheet match the same 
network values.
        The installer must ensure that the electrical system is properly grounded.
        Make sure the electrical system is equipped with a 30mA FI relay.
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Avoid unintentional power tool switching or startup.

Packaging
The product is placed in a package preventing damage during transport. This package is a raw 
material therefire it can be handed over for recycling.

Instructions for use
Before beginning to work with the machine, read the following safety rules and instructions for use. 
Familiarize with operating elements and the proper use of the device. Keep the manual in a safe 
place for future reference. We recommend keeping the original package including the inner packa-
ging materials, cash voucher and guarantee card for a period of warranty at minimum.
Fir a case if transportation, pack the machine into the original box from the manufacturer, thus 
ensuring a maximum protection of the product during a possible transport (e.g. moving or sending 
into a service station).

NOTE: If you hand the machine over to next persons, hand it over together with the manual. Adhe-
rence to the attached instructions for use is a precondition for the proper use of the machine. The 
operation manual includes also instructions for operation, maintenance and repairs.

The manufacturer does not take any responsibility for accidents or damages resulting from to 
adhere to this manual.

2. SYMBOLS

  
  The product complies with applicable standars and regulations.

  Read the instruction manual attentively prior to use.

  Double-insulated.

  Use eyes protective equipment.

  Use ears protective equipment.

  Subjected to recycling.

Connecting
For a single-phase version: see the diagram. Use the control panel with the condenser and the 
switch.

Protection
Each deep well pump has built-in, manually resettable overload protection and automatically rever-
sible overheating protection.

Check direction of rotation
Check the correct direction of rotation. The right direction is the one that gives the maximum height 
with the same amount of water absorbed.

Maintenance
Make sure the pump is disconnected from the power supply or the mains switch is off before it is 
serviced.
10 cm pumps do not require routine maintenance.
Regularly check the vibration and power consumption.
Decreasing pressure can result from pump wear. Increased power consumption may result from 
abnormally high friction in the pump or in the engine.

CAUTION!
The pump contains rubber parts that are used more quickly with oil.

Troubleshooting
Possible causes and solutions.

The pump does not press the water
• The water level has dropped. Wait until the water level is restored.
• No power, manual switch is off. Find the problem and turn the manual switch back on.
• The thermal fuse is released. After the engine cools down, it automatically switches back on.
• Check whether valve is clogged.
• There is sand in the pump. Lift the pump and repair it. 

Reduced power and pressure
• There is sand in the pump. Lift the pump and repair it.
• The system was clear. Locate the leak and repair it.
• The pump is worn out. Lift the pump and repair it.

The pump switches too often on and off
• The float switch is probably switched on (the pump is more powerful than the drainage of the well). 
Reduce water consumption.
• Excessive power consumption. Mechanical failure. Lift the pump and repair it.
• The liquid temperature is too high. The built-in thermal fuse is activated.

Repair
        DANGER! Only qualified service personnel can repair the electrical device.
If the pump needs repair, it must be sent to the nearest service facility. Look for the warranty guide 
for the address.

1. IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTION

Read the instruction manual attentively before use.
Carefully remove the tool and any accessories from the box. Do not discard any of the packaging 
materials until all parts are accounted for.
Keep the product in a dry place.
Read all warnings and instructions attentively. Failure to follow all warnings and instructions listed 
below may result in electric shock, fire and/or serious personal injury.
Read operator`s manual carefulle. Learn its applications and limitations, as well as the specific 
potential hazards related to this power tool. Following this rule will reduce the risk of electric shock, 
fire, or serious injury.
Check whether the available power supply parameters correspond to the voltage parameters speci-
fied on the tool.
Check whether the power tool and connections are not damaged.
Connect the power cord to the outlet only when the tool is switched off.
Switch on the tool prior you place it on the workpiece.
Take all safety measures to reduce a risk of electric shock. Avoid body contact with earthed or 
grounded surfaces, such as pipes, radiators, ranges and refrigerators.
Sudden temperature changes may result in water condensation on live parts. Prior to use: Let the 
power tool reach the workplace room temperature.
Do not use machines, tools and recommended accessories for any than intended purposes!
Clamp the workpiece safely. Secure the workpiece to be drilled in a vice or witch clamps to keep it 
from turning as the drill bit rotates.
Dress properly. Do not wear loose clothing or jewellery. Loose clothes, jewellery or long hair can be 
caught in moving parts. Wear safety shoes and gloves. Contain long hair.
Should dust, chips and sawdust result from activity or should you work above your head, always 
wear safety goggles and dust mask, where appropriate.
While impact drilling, wear suitable ear protective equipment.
While working on ladders, scaffolding or upper floors, always stand on a film base.
Do not expose power tool to rain or wet conditions. Do not immerse the tool into water.
When operating a power tool outdoors, use an extension cord and other accessories suitable for 
outdoor use.
Do not operated power tools in explosive atmospheres.
When the tool is handed over to the third person, the instruction manual shall always be included.
The power tool can be repaired only by a qualified specialist and with the original spare parts.

WARNING! Do not use a power tool while you ar tired or under the influence of drugs, alcohol or 
medication. A moment of inattention while operating power tools may result in serious personal 
injury. Do not use the power tool in any of the following situations.

Keep the power tool out of reach of children.
Store idle power tools in the original package in a safe place and out of reach of children.
Disconnect the power cord from the power outlet before making any adjustments, changing acces-
sories, or storing power tools.
Do not abuse the cord. Never use the cord to carry the charger. Do not pull the cord to disconnect 
the power tool from the power source.
When working: Do not let the motor stop if the power tool is loaded.
Keep the workplace clean and tidy. A messy workplace increases a risk of injury!
Do not assume unusual body positions while drilling.

3. MACHINE DESCRIPTION

Start-up
We recommend installing a check valve on the transport side to avoid water shock.
Be careful not to damage the power cord when the pump is discharged into the well.
Fasten the power cord to the water pipe every 3 meters.

Place the pump in a tank or reservoir
The tank or reservoir must be large enough, not to turn off the pump too often (see operating limits).

Drain cable
If the pump is connected with a plastic outlet, it must be secured with a plastic or steel cable that is 
attached to the pump retainer ring.

Well placed
Ensure that the pump does not touch the bottom of the well, but fully immersed in the water.
For floating types, leave at least 30 cm from the bottom of the well.
Make sure the pump does not dry if you have the chance of lowering the water level.
Dry operation can cause serious damage to the pump bearings.
Never test the pump dry.

• Use only a flexible plastic or rubber strap. Using a smaller diameter diaphragm makes the pump 
too heavy.
Larger scallops can be used, no effect on pump performance.
• If there is no elastic slag, steel or plastic tubing is right. The pump must be connected to the rigid 
pipe with a flexible tubing of at least 2 meters.
• When you turn off the pump, which is less than 5 meters below the water, the pump drains the 
water from the scum.
• At a deeper depth, the pump blade locks and the water does not return, which may lead to freezing 
of water in the winter.
• If it is not possible to protect the pump from the winter frost, a drain valve should be installed not 
far from the outlet of the pump to drain the pipe.
• When using the pump, do not increase the water pressure by clamping the pipe or by attaching an 
adapter that operates with a smaller water flow than the nominal pump performance.
• If the water pressure is greater than the pump pressure, the load on the rubber parts increases and 
is therefore used more quickly. In this case the pressure must be reduced immediately.

• Always check the water quality while using the pump. If the water is muddy, turn off the pump and 
check its location in the well.
• If the water contains sand or small stones, the internal water flow area of the pump will be dama-
ged.

Electrical connection
        Verify that the voltage and frequency indicated on the product data sheet match the same 
network values.
        The installer must ensure that the electrical system is properly grounded.
        Make sure the electrical system is equipped with a 30mA FI relay.
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7. TECHNICAL SPECIFiCATIONS

Power: 1200 W

Max. height: 135 m
Max. pressure: 13.5 bar
Depth of immersion: 5-30 m
Pump case diameter: 100 mm
Connection connector diameter: 1”
Cable section: 3x0.75 mm
Length of cable: 20 m
Acceptable liquid temperature: 40 °C
Installation method: Submersible vertical
N.W. / G.W.: 11.4 / 11.8 kg

8. DESCRIPTION OF PARTS 

1. Pump housing
2. Outlet pipe
3. Power cable
4. Lugs for suspension
5. Water intake openings
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DBP1800
Power: 900W
Max. �ow: 1900 L/h
Max. height: 110m
Max. pressure: 11 bar
Depth of immersion: 5-30m
Pump case diameter: 76mm
Connection connector diameter: 1"
Cable section: 3x0.75mm
Length of cable: 20m
Acceptable liquid temperature: 40C
Installation method: Submersible vertical
N.W./G.W.: 9.8/10.3 kg

DBP2500

Max. �ow: 2600 L/h



10. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Wrapping
The packaging of our products and the collection packaging used for transport are made from 
environmentally friendly, recyclable raw materials.

These are:
- Pressed molding elements: PS (foamed, FCKW free polystyrene) foils and bags: PE (polyethylene)
outer packaging material: paper mash.

Disposal of the device
For information on the disposal of unsuitable disposable equipment, please contact the competent 
waste treatment body.

9. TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem

in starting
1. The voltage is too low.
2. Powe supply was cut o or phase lost.
3. Impeller was clogged.
4. Cable was broken or plug was damaged.
5. One phase is lost.
6. Stator winding was burned.

Stator winding
was burned

1. Grounding wire was incorrectly connected with
power source or motor pump lost phase.
2. Mechanical seal leaked cause phase or wire
windings short loaded.
3. Impeller was clogged.
4. Repeatedly turn on/o of the motor in short time
or run in dry for too long time.
5. Pump was over-loaded.

Eliminate the troubles, dismantle winding
and embed it again, vanish and bake stator,
or send the motor pump to repairing unit.

Stop running suddenly 1. The switch was o or fuse was burned out.
2. Power supply was cut o or one phase was lost.
3. Impeller was clogged.
4. Stator windings was burned.

1.Inspect if the head and voltage of
power is met to the requirement and
adjust accordingly.
2. Find out the reasons and settle it.
3. Clean the impurity away.
4. Change the winding and repair.

Low capacity 1. Too high head.
2. Strainer was clogged.
3. Impeller was badly warn.
4. The depth of pump under the
water is too shallow, and air
was sucked in.

head range.
2. Clean away impurity such as weeds.
3. Change impeller.
4. Adjust the depth.

1. Adjust voltage between 342~418.
2. Find out the reasons and settle it.
3. Dismantle strainer and pump casing
move impurity away and correct clogged
position.
4. Replace cable or plug.
5. Check the wire terminal in the switch
and cable.
6. Exchange the windings and repair it.

Main reasons Solving ways
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7. TECHNICAL SPECIFiCATIONS

Power: 1200 W

Max. height: 135 m
Max. pressure: 13.5 bar
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Cable section: 3x0.75 mm
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Installation method: Submersible vertical
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DBP1800
Power: 900W
Max. �ow: 1900 L/h
Max. height: 110m
Max. pressure: 11 bar
Depth of immersion: 5-30m
Pump case diameter: 76mm
Connection connector diameter: 1"
Cable section: 3x0.75mm
Length of cable: 20m
Acceptable liquid temperature: 40C
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11. RECOMMENDED PUMP INSTALLATION DIAGRAM
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9. RECOMMENDED PUMP INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

1. Pump
2. Clamps for fastening the supply cable
3. Level control sensors (protection against dry running)
4. Fastening the cable
5. Manometer
6. Check valve
7. Shut-off valve
8. Power cable
9. Automatic control panel
10. Hydraulic accumulator
11. Pressure switch

Static level

Dynamic level

1 meter
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1. Pump
2. Clamps for fastening the supply 
cable
3. Level control sensors  

4. Fastening the cable
5. Manometer
6. Check valve

8. Power cable

11. Pressure switch
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Avoid unintentional switching or startup.

Packaging
The product is placed in a package preventing damage during transport. This package is a raw 
material therefire it can be handed over for recycling.

Instructions for use
Before beginning to work with the machine, read the following safety rules and instructions for use. 
Familiarize with operating elements and the proper use of the device. Keep the manual in a safe 
place for future reference. We recommend keeping the original package including the inner packa-
ging materials, cash voucher and guarantee card for a period of warranty at minimum.
Fir a case if transportation, pack the machine into the original box from the manufacturer, thus 
ensuring a maximum protection of the product during a possible transport (e.g. moving or sending 
into a service station).

NOTE:  If you hand the machine over to next persons, hand it over together with the manual. Adhe-
rence to the attached instructions for use is a precondition for the proper use of the machine. The 
operation manual includes also instructions for operation, maintenance and repairs.

The manufacturer does not take any responsibility for accidents or damages resulting from to 
adhere to this manual.

2. SYMBOLS

  
  The product complies with applicable standars and regulations.

  Read the instruction manual attentively prior to use.

  Double-insulated.

  Use eyes protective equipment.

  Use ears protective equipment.

  Subjected to recycling.
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7. TECHNICAL SPECIFiCATIONS

Power: 1200 W
Speed: 2850 rpm

Max. height: 135 m
Max. pressure: 13.5 bar
Depth of immersion: 5-30 m
Pump case diameter: 100 mm
Connection connector diameter: 1”
Cable section: 3x0.75 mm
Length of cable: 20 m
Acceptable liquid temperature: 40 °C
Installation method: Submersible vertical
N.W. / G.W.: 11.4 / 11.8 kg

8. DESCRIPTION OF PARTS 

1. Pump housing
2. Outlet pipe
3. Power cable
4. Lugs for suspension
5. Water intake openings
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9. RECOMMENDED PUMP INSTALLATION DIAGRAM
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2. Clamps for fastening the supply cable
3. Level control sensors (protection against dry running)
4. Fastening the cable
5. Manometer
6. Check valve
7. Shut-off valve
8. Power cable
9. Automatic control panel
10. Hydraulic accumulator
11. Pressure switch
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13. ДЕКЛАРАЦИЯ ЗА СЪОТВЕТСТВИЕ/ DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 

Оctober, 2022
Hong Kong

CE DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY / ЕС ДЕКЛАРАЦИЯ ЗА СЪОТВЕТСТВИЕ

(EN) SUBMERSIBLE WATER PUMP 1900 l/h, 900 W/ 2600 l/h, 1200 W
MODELS: DBP1800/3QG(D)1.2-50-0.55, DBP2500/4QGD2-60-0.75

We GBR Corp. LTD, Room 1002, 10/F., David House, 8-20 Nanking Street, Jordan, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China, 
declare under our sole responsibility that this product is in conformity and accordance with the following stan-

(BG) ПОМПА СОНДАЖНА 1900 l/h, 900 W/ 2600 l/h, 1200 W 
МОДЕЛИ: DBP1800/3QG(D)1.2-50-0.55, DBP2500/4QGD2-60-0.75

Ние, GBR Corp. LTD, Room 1002, 10/F., David House, 8-20 Nanking Street, Jordan, Kowloon, Hong Kong, 
China, декларираме на собствена отговорност, че този продукт е в съответствие с изброените по-долу 
стандарти и разпоредби.

Долуподписаният е отговорен за съставянето на техническа документация.

Harmonized standards / Хармонизирани стандарти
EN ISO 12100:2010, EN 809:1998+A1:2009+AC:2010
EN 60204-1:2018, EN 60335-1:2012+A11:2014
EN 60335-2-41:2003+A1:2004+A2:2010, EN 62233:2008+AC:2008
EN 55014-1:2017, EN 55014-2:2015, EN 61000-3-2:2014
EN 61000-3-3:2013

Signature and stamp on undersigned responsible:              Date and place:
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14. ГАРАНЦИОННА КАРТА

 
Купувач (име и фамилия/наименование на фирма и ЕИК):........................................................................................................
............................................................................................... .....................................................................................
Адрес: ............................................................................................Тел: .....................................................................
Тип на машината: ......................................................................................................................................................
Модел: .......................................................................................................................................................................
Сериен № на машината*: ............................................................Арт. №: ...............................................................

Фактура №: ................................................................................................................................................................
Магазин /търговец/, от който е закупена стоката ..................................................................................................
адрес: .........................................................................................................................................................................
Дата на покупката: .......................................... Подпис и печат на търговеца: .......................................................
СЕРВИЗЕН КАРТОН (попълва се от оторизиран от производителя сервиз)

Приемен 
протокол

Дата на 
приемане Описание на дефекта / Извършен ремонт Дата на 

предаване Подпис

Купувачът има възможност да предяви търговската гаранция, както и да предаде машина за ремонт
на следните места:
- Търговските обекти на търговеца, от който е закупена стоката
- Оторизираният сервизен център в населеното място, в което се намира (ако има такъв)
- Оторизираните пунктовете за приемане на машини в страната

Централен гаранционен сервиз на Дженерал Дистрибюшън:
София, бул. Цариградско шосе № 361, тел.: 0893 383 798

Пунктове за приемане на гаранционни машини в страната:

Бургас: ул. Крайезерна № 1
Варна: ул. Атанас Москов №3, тел.: 052/575400
Пловдив: ул. Васил Левски 248 А, тел: 032/946065
Русе: бул. Трети март 42, тел: 082/870104
Стара Загора: бул. Патриарх Евтимий 37, тел: 042/600699
Велико Търново: 5000 местност Маринкини мостчета, тел: 062/690003
Плевен: ул. Гренадирска 90, тел.: 064/600082
* Правото на гаранционен сервиз е единствено за машината с посочения в картата сериен номер

Сериен № на батерията*: ............................................................Арт. №: ...............................................................
Сериен № на зарядната станция*: Арт. №: ............................................................................................................

Гаранционна карта 
Моторни, пневматични и електроинструменти

Дженерал Дистрибюшън АД
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Гаранционни условия

* Правото на гаранционен сервиз е единствено за машината с посочения в картата сериен номер

Моторните, пневматичните и електроинструментите, предлагани от Дженерал Дистрибюшън АД /Дружеството/, са инструменти и 
машини, предназначени за домашна и хоби употреба, конструирани и произведени съгласно действащите нормативни директиви и 
стандарти за съответствие на Европейския съюз, като са изпълнени изискванията за безопасност. Търговската  гаранция за машините и 
пневматичните инструменти е 24 месеца от датата на покупката за лица, които имат качеството потребители по смисъла на § 6 т. 6 от 
Закона за предоставяне на цифрово съдържание и цифрови услуги и за продажба на стоки, а за всички останали купувачи  търговската 
гаранция е валидна 12 /дванадесет/ месеца от датата на покупката. Търговската гаранция за батерии и зарядни станции за всички 
купувачи е 6 месеца от датата на покупката. Търговската гаранция може да бъде предявена на територията на Р.България, в посочените 
по-горе пунктове на Дженерал Дистрибюшън АД или в търговските обекти на търговеца /магазина/, от който е закупена машината. За 
предявяване на рекламация купувачът е необходимо да представи: коректно попълнена документация за закупената машина; 
попълнена гаранция – задължителни атрибути по гаранционната карта са сериен номер на машината, подпис и печат на търговеца, 
продал машината, подпис от страна на купувача, че е запознат с гаранционните условия и фискален касов бон или фактура, 
удостоверяваща датата на покупката.

За рекламация и ремонт се приемат само добре почистени машини.

Гаранцията покрива производствени дефекти в изработката или в материала и е валидна при условие, че машината е ползвана 
единствено според нейното предназначение, в точно съответствие с инструкциите на производителя за експлоатация и поддръжка. 
Купувачът е задължен да се информира за изискванията на производителя, посочени в инструкцията на последния, придружаваща 
стоката при покупката. В случай, че по каквато и да е причина не разполагате с инструкцията за експлоатация и поддръжка /дори и да сте 
я загубили/, свържете се с нас на посочените по-горе телефони и/или адреси, за да ви я предоставим повторно!

При основателна рекламация за гаранционна повреда Дженерал Дистрибюшън АД ще извърши ремонт до един месец от предаване на
машината за рекламация. По преценка на дружеството, при невъзможност за отстраняване на дефекта, продукта може да бъде заменен 
с нов. При изчерпана наличност, Дженерал Дистрибюшън АД уведомява Купувача и при негово съгласие го заменя с подобен или 
възстановява заплатената сума. Търговската гаранция е валидна съобразно условията, посочени в нея, като изпълнението на поетите от 
Дженерал Дистрибюшън АД задължения по търговската гаранция не е свързано с разходи за потребителя. Електроинструментите трябва 
да се използват само по предназначение в съответствие с инструкцията за експлоатация и при съблюдаване на мерките за безопасност, 
описани в инструкцията. Всички машини изискват периодична проверка и подходяща поддръжка. Моля, информирайте се своевременно 
за предписанията на производителя в Инструкцията за експлоатация и поддръжка на машината!

Гаранцията не покрива:

-     Цялостните повреди на инструментите, причинени от природни бедствия, наводнения, земетресения, пожари и т.н.;
-     Износване на цветното покритие на инструментите;
-     Стопяеми електрически предпазители и крушки;
-     Ръчен стартерен механизъм и ел. свещ;
-     Части и консумативи, които подлежат на износване, причинено от ползването, в това число, но не само: грес и масло, четки, водачи, 
опорни ролки, задвижващи ремъци, гъвкав вал с жило и др.;
-     Допълнителни аксесоари и консумативи в това число, но не само: ръкохватки, кутии, свредла, дискове за рязане, секачи, ножове, 
вериги, шкурки, ограничители, полир-шайби, патронници, макарата за корда и самата корда за косачки и др.;
-     Механични повреди по корпуса на изделието или декоративните елементи по него, предпазители за очи, предпазители за
режещи инструменти, гумирани плочи, закопчалки, линеали, захранващ кабел и щепсел.

Отпадане на гаранция

Дженерал Дистрибюшън АД има правото да откаже безплатен гаранционен сервиз в случай, че:
-      е правен опит за неоторизирана сервизна намеса в неупълномощена сервизна база;
-      идентификационния етикет на изделието е заличен или изцяло липсва такъв;
-      не е попълен сериен номер на машината в гаранционната карта;
-      несъответстващ сериен номер на машината с попълнения в гаранционната карта;
-      повредите са причинени в следствие на небрежно боравене с изделието;
-      повреда на ротор или статор, изразяваща се в слепване между тях, в следствие на стопяване на изолациите, причинено от
продължително претоварване;
-      повреди на ротор /потъмняла намотка/ - получава се при включване на консуматори, по-мощни от указаните в инструкцията;
-      повреда на ротор или статор, причинена от претоварване или нарушена вентилация, изразяваща се в равномерно потъмянаване
на колектора и намотките;
-      механични повреди, повреди от изпускане, или от злоумишлени действия на трети лица;
-      при неспазване на изискванията на производителя относно правилното съотношение на масло и гориво;
-      захранващият кабел на машината е удължаван или подменян от купувача;
-      липсват защитни дискове, опорни плотове или други компоненти, които са част от конструкцията на инструмента и са
предназначени за осигуряването на безопасната му и/или правилна експлоатация;
-      износване на лагери, поради претоварване или продължителна работа;
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* Правото на гаранционен сервиз е единствено за машината с посочения в картата сериен номер.
* Тази гаранционна карта е в сила от 1.1.2022 г. и отменя всички предшестващи я версии.

-      повредата е причинена от претоварване или липса на вентилация и недостатъчно смазване на движещите се компоненти;
-      блокирало бутало в цилиндъра /залепени сегменти/, износени лагери и семеринги на коляновия вал, следствие на недостатъчно
смазване или работа с блокирана спирачка;
-     запушена горивна система;
-      натрупан нагар, загуба на центровка, повредена ел. свещ – получава се при предозиране на маслото при двутактовите мотори,
липса на масло за режещата верига или изхабена верига;
-      повредено центробежно колело и/или спирачка /променен цвят/ - дължи се на работа с блокирана спирачка;
-      машината не е ползвана по предназначение, в съответствие с инструкцията за експлоатация или при съблюдаване на мерките за
безопасност, описани в инструкцията; 
-      машината е използвана за каквито и да е комерсиални цели, различни от домашна употреба;
-      Когато повредата е настъпила вследствие на попадане на външно тяло (течности, монети, прах в голямо количество, насекоми, 
гризачи и др.), под въздействието на агресивна външна среда, при експлоатация в помещение с отрицателни температури или не са 
полагани елементарни грижи за изделието;
-       Когато дефекта е вследствие на сътресения, удари, колебания в напрежението, механични или електрически претоварвания;
-       не са извършвани периодични проверки или подходяща поддръжка за машината, съобразно инструкцията за експлоатация;

Използването на хоби техника за професионални цели води до сериозно претоварване на машината и е основание за отказ от
гаранционно обслужване.

Сервизите не носят отговорност за непотърсени в рамките на едномесечен срок машини!

Дефектиралите елементи ще бъдат взети за отчет от сервизния работник!

Независимо от търговската гаранция, продавачът носи отговорност за липса на съответствие на  стоките, цифровото съдържание и 
цифровите услуги, съгласно закона. При несъответствие на стоките, потребителят - по смисъла на § 6 т.6 от Закона за предоставяне на 
цифрово съдържание и цифрови услуги и продажба на стоки („ЗПЦСЦУПС”) - има правни средства за защита срещу продавача, които не 
са свързани с разходи за него, по силата на закона. Настоящата гаранция не засяга тези средства за защита на потребителя. 






